Abstract-Handover parameter optimization is a selfoptimizing network (SON) use case that promises significant performance improvement of the radio network. The basic idea is to adapt the handover control parameters, hysteresis and time-to-trigger, to the individual cell situation, in terms of e.g. the building density, cell environment and degree of user mobility. The aim is to reduce the number of handover failures, ping-pong handovers and radio link failures. We propose an handover parameter optimization algorithm that tunes the hysteresis and time-to-trigger in iterative steps and show the system performance improvement with it in both a realistic and a hexagonal simulation scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Handover is one of the key procedures for ensuring that the users can move freely through the network while staying connected and being offered appropriate service quality. As LTE supports only hard handover (HO), it is vital that this procedure happens as timely and seamlessly as possible. To assure a good handover performance in the network it will sometimes be necessary to alter the handover parameters on a cell basis to account for regional differences between the cells which influence the characteristics of the cell transitions.
This paper continues the work that was already presented in [6] . In this paper we present a new algorithmic approach that is based on the weighted sum of the main handover performance indicators (HPIs) and shows promises good performance across different scenarios and simulation environments. Also, by only needing four input metrics, the new algorithm can easily be adopted and incorporated by multiple vendors/operators. In addition, operators can customize the algorithm by changing the weighting parameters of the individual HPIs to best suit their needs.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II offers an overview of the input measurements, the control parameters and the assessment metrics used by the algorithm. The algorithm is described in Section III. Section IV presents the scenarios the algorithm was tested in and the results of these simulations are given in Section V. Finally , we draw conclusions and outline future work in Section VI.
The work has been carried out in the EU FP7 SOCRATES project [1] [2] .
II. METRICS & CONTROL PARAMETERS
The metrics that are used in the handover parameter optimization (HPO) algorithm are subdivided in system metrics, control parameters and assessment metrics.
The reference signal received power (RSRP) and signalto-interference and noise ratio (SINR) are system metrics. They are used to select the connected cell, possible handover candidates and determine when a radio link failure (RLF) has occurred.
A handover is initiated when the following condition is met: the RSRP of a neighboring cell is greater than the RSRP of the serving cell plus the hysteresis value for at least for the time specified in the time-to-trigger parameter. Hence, these two parameters will be tuned by the HPO algorithm.
• Hysteresis -The considered hysteresis (Hys) values lie between 0 and 10 dB with steps of 0.5 dB, resulting in 21 considered hysteresis values.
• Time-to-Trigger -The time-to-trigger (TTT) values for LTE networks are specified by 3GPP (see [3] The assessment metrics are used as measurements during the optimization process and as performance indicators for the optimization algorithm evaluation. Four metrics are used by the proposed handover optimization algorithm: the three HPIs (the handover failure ratio (HP I HOF ), the ping-pong handover ratio (HP I HP P ) and the radio link failure (RLF) ratio (HP I RLF )) and a fourth one, computed as a weighted sum of the first three.
This fourth assessment metric is called HP (Handover performance) and is an operator policy based weighted sum of the three metrics described above. Hence the HP allows to analyze the handover performance of the network in a single value. The HP is calculated according to the following formula: HP = w 1 HP I RLF + w 2 HP I HOF + w 3 HP I HOP P (1) 978-1-4244-8331-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE where w i are weights given to each performance indicator. The values for these weights are a direct translation of the operator policy. The operator of a mobile network can thus influence the performance of the handover algorithm by manipulating the weighting parameters. A combination of [w 1 = 1, w 2 = 0.5, w 3 = 2], for example, gives priority to the reduction of RLFs, while HO failures are to be avoided but of less importance and ping-pong handovers are allowed to increase as inevitable side effect of the RLF reduction.
More details on how the statistics and parameters in this section are calculated can be found in previous work [6] .
III. HANDOVER OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The weighted performance based handover optimization algorithm (WPHPO) changes the handover operating points of individual cells in order to increase the handover performance. The current handover performance of a cell is determined by the weighted sum of the three HPIs according to equation 1.
The range of allowed HOPs is limited to a subset lying on a diagonal line in the handover operating space. This limitation is necessary since the optimization algorithm needs to be able to either increase or decrease the HOP and therefore an ordering of the allowed HOPs is required. The drawback of this limited set of handover operating points is that it cannot be guaranteed that the best handover operating point for the given weighting parameters will be found by the optimization algorithm.
However, it has been analyzed in the controllability and observability studies in [6] that the performance difference between handover operating points lying in a ditch in the handover operating space can be neglected. Every diagonal line in the handover operating space crosses this ditch and hence an optimization into this ditch is possible. The handover operating space is defined by the standardized time-to-trigger and hysteresis values that have been introduced before. Figure  1 shows examples of the subsets of allowed handover operating points taken into account for the optimization. The terms and conditions for choosing a diagonal line of allowed handover operating points are the following:
• All time-to-trigger values have to be considered for the optimization.
• At least 16 different hysteresis values have to be considered.
• The allowed handover operating points have to lie on a diagonal line in the handover operating space following a straight line or a step-function as shown in Figure 1 . In the case the allowed handover operating points lie on a step-function in the handover operating space the optimization speed decreased since the optimization algorithm only changes the TTT or Hys value at a time. However the granularity of adjusting the handover parameters to the current network situation increases in this case. Figure 2 presents a flowchart of the WPHPO algorithm that will be described in detail in this section.
Before the optimization algorithm is initiated all cells in the network have to select an allowed handover operating point. The operating point with a hysteresis value of 6 dB and a timeto-trigger of 0.32 s turned out to be a good starting point for the optimization since it showed good handover performance for the cells in most of the considered scenarios. The starting HOP does not influence the optimization result in the long run but it may influence the adaptation speed in the beginning of the simulation. For HOPs with very small or very high values the optimization algorithm may need quite a number of optimization steps before a good handover performance is reached.
In addition the initial optimization direction has to be selected for all cells. The optimization direction is continuously switched if the optimization algorithms experiences worse handover performance compared to the last HOP in the current configuration. Since there is no last HOP in the beginning of the optimization the initial optimization direction has to be defined. It will not influence the optimization capability of the algorithm in the long-run but can influence the performance of the algorithm in the starting phase.
In every time step the handover performance indicators are collected. The optimization is carried out in fixed optimization intervals as shown in Figure 3 only. In these intervals the handover performance HP is calculated from the HPI values including the weighting parameters that have been introduced before. The HPI window defines the time that is considered for the calculation of the HPIs. This window should be smaller than the optimization instance to assure that the HPIs are not influenced by earlier HO parameter settings. If the HP is equal to zero no optimization is needed since the HPIs are all equal to zero as well. If the HP is not equal to zero the handover performance of the current handover operating point is compared to the performance of the last handover operating During initialization, the HOP of all the eNBs in the scenario is set to the same value. Subsequently, each eNB will change the current HOP individually, based on the observed cell performance. There is no direct relationship between the HOP settings/changes of neighboring eNBs (group behavior or alignment). However, the diagonal on which the optimization will be carried out, is dependent on the initial HOP setting, since this diagonal has to pass through this HOP. For very extreme or inappropriate initial HOP setting, the algorithm may perform sub-optimally since the absolute minimum might be impossible to reach and a local minimum will be achieved instead.
If the performance of the current handover operating point is worse the optimization direction is switched and a new handover operating point in this direction is chosen. If the performance of the current handover operating point is better, a new handover operating point is chosen in the current optimization direction. The HOPs can be found by going up and down the allowed handover operating points as shown in 1. Finally the HP of the last handover operating point and the handover optimization direction are saved since they are needed for the next optimization decision.
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Fig. 3. Optimization instances of the WPHPO algorithm
The decision to use the HP as the input parameter for this algorithm, in opposite to base the optimization on the single HPI values on their own, has two advantages:
• The HP offers a more complete view on the network performance. Since the three HPIs are closely related, certain compromises must be made in order to improve the overall handover performance. For instance, a HOP setting that minimizes RLFs will most probably increase the number of ping-pong handovers.
• The weights used for calculating the HP are a direct translation of the operator policy. Hence this approach enables influence of the operator on the optimization goal. The operator can adapt the weights of the HP (or the their relative value to each other) to control the resulting handover performance.
As mentioned before, the weights we use in this algorithm are a direct translation of the operator policy. Although any combination of weights is possible when calculating the HP as shown in equation 1, not all such combinations actually make sense. If, for example, all weights are set to the same value (all three statistics are given equal importance), this may result in suboptimal network performance (the number of RLF will be leveled with the that of the ping-pongs and the HO failures although the latter happen very seldom). If the weight of the RLF is equal to the one of the ping-pongs, this for sure will introduce oscillation of the HOP since once the RLF ratio decreases, the ping-pong ratio increases. Also, extreme values for one weight compared to the other two, will probably reduce that HPI but will increase one of the other two well beyond maximum threshold (e.g. RLF ≥ 50% or P P ≥ 70% ). So, as input for the WPHPO, the operator must set some realistic targets which will be reflected in the values of the weights. The rest of the paper shows results that use the following weight combination: [w 1 = 1, w 2 = 0.5, w 3 = 2] that reflect an operator that is mainly interested in reducing the number of RLFs.
A similar compromise must be achieved for setting an optimization interval for the algorithm as well. A small optimization interval would be less reliable, providing less statistical relevance, and thus may trigger optimization actions based on uncertain measurements (i.e. one extra radio link failure of only a few initiated handovers can result in a much higher radio link failure ratio). On the other hand, even if unnecessary changes are made due to insufficient information, the optimization will be faster and it will affect the users for a shorter time if a small optimization interval is chosen. The HOP will undergo more adjustments in the same amount of time, thus helping faster convergence. Simulation times are also taken into account (if the optimization interval is large, the total simulation time will have to be longer in order to permit a certain number of changes). We focus on an the optimization interval of 120s in this paper since this assures meaningful handover statistics and limited simulation time.
IV. SIMULATION SCENARIOS
In order to reflect more realistic relations in the simulated scenario, a non-regular network layout has been chosen for the network simulation ( see [7] [8] for more details). Figure  4 shows a network layout of 12 sites, 3 sectors per site resulting in 36 cells with different inter site distance (ISD) between them. The grid of different cell sizes and irregular shapes creates a diversified environment with interference limited areas (small size cells where the interference is the limiting factor) which are in neighborhood of coverage limited areas (large cells). In such a miscellaneous system, 14 users per cell have been randomly deployed and one group of 50 concentrated users moves with the constant velocity of 30km/h in a random direction. More details on the simulation assumptions can be found in the 3GPP definitions [9] . Handover optimization is more difficult in irregular networks since the irregular shape results in both small and large overlap areas, i.e. the areas between neighboring cells where a connection to either of the two or even more cells is possible. The optimal handover parameter settings depend on the size of these areas and thus an optimization of the handover parameters is beneficial.
In addition to the non-regular network layout the realistic SOCRATES scenario has been used for the system simulations. Figure 6 shows a small section of the SOCRATES scenario. All users are moving with a speed of 0 to 50 km/h on the streets in the shown area with a size of 1.5 km * 1.5 km. The network is based on the antenna positions of an operator and the path losses to the users are calculated using a ray-tracer. More details on the realistic SOCRATES reference scenario can be found in [4] and [5] . The simulation results using the non-regular network layout are shown in Figure 6 and provide an evaluation on the performance gain achieved by the WPHPO algorithm. In the reference case the WPHPO algorithm is disabled, the hysteresis and TTT parameters are fixed in each cell and adjusted respectively to 4.5dB and 300ms. In the optimization case the WPHPO algorithm reduces the number of radio link and handover failures significantly at the expense of a higher ping-pong handover ratio which is a desired effect according to the weighting parameter settings.
At the beginning of the simulation (before 120s) no difference between the reference and optimization case are visible in all charts because of the HPIs averaging window size of 120s. Hence the first optimization actions are triggered after 120s. During the first optimization steps (approximately before 400s) much higher RLF ratios are observed in the case the WPHPO algorithm is activated. This effect can be explained by the initial optimization direction that has to be selected before the simulation. After this period the WPHPO algorithm switches the optimization direction and the curves of the RLF ratio as well as HP show significant performance gain until the end of the simulation.
These simulation results show that the WPHPO is able to improve the handover performance of a network significantly. The selected starting HOPs showed a good overall handover performance without optimization in the network already. Nevertheless the WPHPO still improves the HO performance after some time. The results of the system simulations using the realistic SOCRATES scenario are depicted in Figure 7 . For these simulations 50 mobile user were considered that traveled along the streets in the scenario. The difference to the simulations in the non-regular scenario is that the WPHPO algorithm starts the optimization with a non-optimal HOP setting in the network. All cells use the HOP with a hysteresis of 7.5 dB and a TTT of 1.024 s in the beginning of the simulation. The shown reference simulation was done with a fixed HOP using a hysteresis of 5 dB and a TTT of 320 ms in all cells. This HOP shows the best performance of all fixed HOP settings that have been considered.
In the beginning of the simulation the RLF ratio of the WPHPO algorithm is worse than the reference case but no handover failures and ping-pong handovers are observed. According to the controllability studies, that have been mentioned before, this is the expected handover performance for higher HOPs. After 450 seconds simulation time the RLF ratio shows a high peak. Again this peak is caused by the wrong optimization direction that has randomly been chosen. After the direction has been altered the WPHPO algorithm continuously improves the HO performance in the network.
The simulation results show that the WPHPO algorithm improves the HO performance even if sub-optimal HOP settings are chosen as starting condition. The optimization actions constantly improve the network performance and keep it low after a good HO performance is reached.
VI. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
The proposed WPHPO algorithm has shown a high capability in HO performance improvement. Different simulation scenarios and HO parameter settings have been considered to show the optimization capabilities of the WPHPO algorithm. The advantage of the proposed solution is that the weighted sum allows to identify better handover performance accounting However to analyze the behavior of the algorithm and suggest different settings for certain environments and optimization targets the algorithms has to be further evaluated in different scenarios. The influence of the optimization interval and the selected diagonal in the optimization space plays a key role in these investigations.
